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out.puts requi't'ed a case may be !'1m many tires, with the Slime starling

conditions.9 <Jnd aLl. the outputs recorded will be correctly phased. The

outputs are in the form of a time history with the time base controlled

by/tho computer.

Sunmarising it may re said that to carry out "\ parametric study by

this Imthcx1 would involve some reasonable amount of hani caJ..culation to

obtain the coefficients, but once this was done a series of results could

be obtained very rapid1y indeed, provideC. that the loss in accuracy in

the flexibility and fan flow functions compared with those used in the

digitaJ.. programoo, is acceptable'l This Imthod could be used for a broad

range of variables to highlight the Dreas where the more detailed digital

computer oolutioI'" would be of most oonef;it. Typical results aa:-eshown

compared with model results in fig. 13.

Hv'brid Compute~

The latter two computer oolutions discussed above, whilst giving moot

encouraging results, suffer from various disadvantages, the greatest of which

a.re:

(i) the digltal progrEmme requires lengthy computing tins,

but is very flexible. Most of the time is taken up

during the iterative procedures, but the difficulty

w:>uld be increased if the progranme were extended to

cope with irregular waveforms.

(ii) the analogue programme is less flexible and probably

less accurate, but has tre advantage that real time

operation is achieved, essentia1.1y.
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One can see therefore that the use of a hybrid system could combine

the advantages Dud el:iminate the disadvantages of both.

The above work is very recent, but its completion means that we are

no\'-' in a position to investigate the effects of JD!3.nygeometrical and

nechanical modifications to the craft currently in operation. These

modifications range from L'1vestigation of the broad effects of changing

'ltnnped' parameters such as cushion stiffness and damping, to more detailed

changes s 1Ch as change of size of forward and aft compartments, a.nd cont.rel

of air f1ov. rates between forward and aft bags and cushions.. The latter
"-~"l,t "'cI"'-

is the subject of a BHJ patent"which provides for complete or partiaJ..

'eeparation of the fore and aft systems, Il'tlking use of non-return valves.

Finally, one might:. go on to consider the provision of a system,

whic h controlled the air f.Upply in an active manner, so that craft

accelerations were mini.Jnj,sed.

7. ~rimCi1.tal techniques.

The overall range of model types ani typical test progt'armnes have been

" ' outlined in the paper on sk:irt desi€1:l.

With regard to fan and ducting systems, model tests cover the basic

impellar p3rf~l~nce in a rig where a simple chimney intake is employed

ani the plenum corxlitions are simulated in a circular chamber of about

4 fan diameters. The pressure drops through the fan are achieved by

either placing a series of gauzes in the intake, or by a variable

peripheral nozzle or use of an auxiliary blower to vary pressure at

plenum exit. The systan performance is measured by a pitot-static grid




































